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Metadata in Digital Curation  Metadata in Digital Curation  

Metadata in the context of longMetadata in the context of long--term digital curation is defined as term digital curation is defined as 
structured, standardized information that is crafted specificallstructured, standardized information that is crafted specifically to y to 
describe another digital resource, in order to aid in the intelldescribe another digital resource, in order to aid in the intelligent, igent, 
efficient and enhanced discovery, retrieval, use or preservationefficient and enhanced discovery, retrieval, use or preservation of of 
that resource over time.that resource over time.
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Classification of Metadata in Digital CurationClassification of Metadata in Digital Curation

The versatility of metadata has yielded a range of distinct yet The versatility of metadata has yielded a range of distinct yet related related 
categories of metadata, chiefly to aid in its proper understandicategories of metadata, chiefly to aid in its proper understanding. ng. 
These different types of metadata may require distinct approacheThese different types of metadata may require distinct approaches to s to 
curation.  Having a profound understanding of these metadata typcuration.  Having a profound understanding of these metadata types es 
is therefore essential in efficient longis therefore essential in efficient long--term digital metadata curation. term digital metadata curation. 
The figure 1 depicts different categories of metadata based on tThe figure 1 depicts different categories of metadata based on the he 
time of its creation or capture with respect to the time of actutime of its creation or capture with respect to the time of actual data al data 
creation or generation.creation or generation.

IntroductionIntroduction

Metadata has the proven ability to provide information necessaryMetadata has the proven ability to provide information necessary for for 
successful longsuccessful long--term curation of digital resources. However, as withterm curation of digital resources. However, as with
the data that it describes, metadata is also vulnerable to the rthe data that it describes, metadata is also vulnerable to the rapid apid 
evolution of related formats and technology.   Perceivably, the evolution of related formats and technology.   Perceivably, the only only 
viable solution to this problem is the employment of a wellviable solution to this problem is the employment of a well--
conceived, efficient and scalable metadata curation strategy, whconceived, efficient and scalable metadata curation strategy, which ich 
would effectively would effectively inhibit inhibit metadata from becoming out of step with metadata from becoming out of step with 
the original data or deteriorating in terms of its quality and ithe original data or deteriorating in terms of its quality and integrity ntegrity 
over time.over time. Therefore, a digital curation process needs to incorporate Therefore, a digital curation process needs to incorporate 
the curation of metadata along with data in order to ensure its the curation of metadata along with data in order to ensure its 
accurate descriptions over time.accurate descriptions over time.

The Metadata Curation RecordThe Metadata Curation Record

Currently existing metadata standards lack the ability to capturCurrently existing metadata standards lack the ability to capture e 
sufficient information about metadata, i.e. metasufficient information about metadata, i.e. meta--metadata needed for metadata needed for 
its curation. its curation. The The ““Metadata Curation RecordMetadata Curation Record”” (MCR) has been (MCR) has been 
constructed, which has four different categories of metadata constructed, which has four different categories of metadata 
elements (Figure2) that capture information about different aspeelements (Figure2) that capture information about different aspects cts 
of data and its associated metadata to aid longof data and its associated metadata to aid long--term digital curation.  term digital curation.  

The Metadata Curation ModelThe Metadata Curation Model

The Metadata Curation Model aims to address all core requirementThe Metadata Curation Model aims to address all core requirements for s for 
longlong--term metadata curation and is designed as an extension to the term metadata curation and is designed as an extension to the 
OAIS reference model [1].  The model addresses a full range of OAIS reference model [1].  The model addresses a full range of 
metadata curation functions including metadata ingest, metadata metadata curation functions including metadata ingest, metadata 
versioning, metadata quality assurance, preservation of metadataversioning, metadata quality assurance, preservation of metadata and and 
access to preserved metadata.  It also addresses migration of meaccess to preserved metadata.  It also addresses migration of metadata tadata 
to new metadata formats, annotating metadata records, tracking to new metadata formats, annotating metadata records, tracking 
provenance to metadata and metadata integrity assurance. The modprovenance to metadata and metadata integrity assurance. The model is el is 
only focused on the curation of metadata and does not assume theonly focused on the curation of metadata and does not assume the
responsibility of curation of the data that the metadata describresponsibility of curation of the data that the metadata describes.es.

Figure 2:  Abstract Level view of the Metadata Curation Record

Metadata Migration ToolMetadata Migration Tool

The Metadata Migration tool provides an easier and relatively leThe Metadata Migration tool provides an easier and relatively less ss 
labourlabour--intensive means (than the commercial tools) of identifying and intensive means (than the commercial tools) of identifying and 
reconciling complex and reconciling complex and ““nonnon--obviousobvious”” differences between differences between 
metadata schemas.  Thereby, the tool effectively facilitates mormetadata schemas.  Thereby, the tool effectively facilitates more e 
accurate migration of metadata from an old version of a schema taccurate migration of metadata from an old version of a schema to its o its 
newer version irrespective of the schema type and/or the databasnewer version irrespective of the schema type and/or the database e 
they reside in, while enabling the use of both versions.they reside in, while enabling the use of both versions.

Figure 3: Functional Entities of the Metadata Curation Model

ConclusionsConclusions

The work presented may be seen as a union of best features of The work presented may be seen as a union of best features of 
existing metadata standards, tools, models and so on.existing metadata standards, tools, models and so on.
Considering the fact that no accepted metadata curation method 
to date exists, it should certainly be regarded as an initial step should certainly be regarded as an initial step 
toward developing an efficient strategy for longtoward developing an efficient strategy for long--term metadata term metadata 
curation.curation.

Figure 4:  The Metadata Curation Model embedded in the 
OAIS Reference model

Digital Metadata CurationDigital Metadata Curation

Metadata curation is defined as an inherent part of a digital Metadata curation is defined as an inherent part of a digital 
curation process for the continuous management of metadata curation process for the continuous management of metadata 
(which involves its creation and/or capturing as well as assurin(which involves its creation and/or capturing as well as assuring its g its 
overall integrity) over the lifeoverall integrity) over the life--cycle of the digital materials that it cycle of the digital materials that it 
describes in order to ascertain its suitability for facilitatingdescribes in order to ascertain its suitability for facilitating the the 
intelligent, efficient and enhanced discovery, retrieval, use anintelligent, efficient and enhanced discovery, retrieval, use and d 
preservation of those digital materials over time.preservation of those digital materials over time.

Core Requirements of LongCore Requirements of Long--term Metadata term Metadata 
CurationCuration

In other words, a specialized version of the OAIS model is requiIn other words, a specialized version of the OAIS model is required red 
for the design and implementation of an efficient longfor the design and implementation of an efficient long--term metadata term metadata 
curation system.curation system. Therefore, the curation model may be regarded as a 
customised version of the OAIS model, dedicated to long-term 
curation of metadata.

Standardised Metadata Standardised Metadata 
FormatsFormats

Provenance Tracking &  Provenance Tracking &  
Audit TrailingAudit Trailing

LongLong--term Preservation of   term Preservation of   
MetadataMetadata

Metadata VersioningMetadata Versioning

Metadata Quality Assurance Metadata Quality Assurance 
–– Semantic & Representational Semantic & Representational 
CurationCuration

Metadata Curation PolicyMetadata Curation Policy
Access Control & Access Control & 

ConstraintsConstraints

Although the Preservation Description Information (PDI) of the OAlthough the Preservation Description Information (PDI) of the OAIS AIS 
reference model covers all kinds of metadata required for longreference model covers all kinds of metadata required for long--term term 
preservation, one may find it too generic when it comes to decidpreservation, one may find it too generic when it comes to deciding ing 
what (metawhat (meta--)metadata a curation system should capture for efficient )metadata a curation system should capture for efficient 
curation of both data and metadata.  The MCR should prove to be curation of both data and metadata.  The MCR should prove to be 
useful in that respect as it explicitly outlines the informationuseful in that respect as it explicitly outlines the information required for required for 
successful digital curation.successful digital curation.

The Metadata Curation Model & The OAISThe Metadata Curation Model & The OAIS

The Reference Model for Open Archival Information System (OAIS) The Reference Model for Open Archival Information System (OAIS) is the is the 
sole standardized effort till date for addressing the issues asssole standardized effort till date for addressing the issues associated with longociated with long--
term digital preservation. The OAIS model covers all aspects of term digital preservation. The OAIS model covers all aspects of digital curation digital curation 
and preservation but on a very abstract level. The OAIS specificand preservation but on a very abstract level. The OAIS specification in fact, ation in fact, 
clearly states, that it is not a guideline for an implementationclearly states, that it is not a guideline for an implementation or a design. or a design. 
Having to build a dedicated system for metadata curation therefoHaving to build a dedicated system for metadata curation therefore needs re needs 
further specific requirements to be added on to the OAIS model.further specific requirements to be added on to the OAIS model.

Figure 5:  Direct & indirect matches between two versions of 
Data File table


